DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH SCIENCES
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
REQUEST FOR EXEMPTION FROM MPH CORE COURSE REQUIREMENT

To: Designated Core Faculty Professor: ____________________________ BCHS
2520 Theories of Health Behavior and Health Education – Andre Brown
BCHS 2992 Systems Approaches – Christina Mair/Robert Coulter
BCHS 2990 Social Dynamics – Steven Albert
BCHS 2525 Introduction to Applied Research Methods – Patricia Documet
BCHS 2554 Intro to Community Health - Martha Ann Terry

To be completed by the student:

Name: ________________________________________________________

BCHS Core Course for which exemption is requested: ____________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Reason for exemption (courses, academic degrees, experience, etc. Use other side if necessary):
_______________________________________________________________________

To be completed by Student’s Advisor:

Recommendation: ________________________________________________

Signature: ____________________________ Date: ______________________

To be completed by designated Core Faculty:

Signature and Date: ____________________________

Original copy of signed form must be submitted to Paul Markgraf.